
Haywards Heath & District Table Tennis League 
Season 2012/2013 
 
Matchday 8 (28th November 2012) 
 
Premier Division 
 
Disaster for new Premier division leaders Bats as Terry Dean, Les Hopkins and 
Samantha Monk could only manage two singles games and the doubles 
between them as the Hang em High team of Steve Chambers, Michael Bridger 
and Toby Champneys moved up a gear to defeat them 7-3. Steve Chambers 
with his usual reliability and back in form junior Michael Bridger both grabbed a 
treble well supported by Toby Champneys with one. Juniors Toby and Michael 
went down in the doubles. For Bats one apiece for Terry and Les who also 
defeated Michael and Toby in the doubles to salvage a point. 
 
Back up to the top spot are Bullets following a good 6-4 win over Dynamos. 
A tough match with a new look Dynamos fielding Matt and Richard Caddy plus 
the rapidly improving Mounis Abosedira who lost in five in a crucial game with 
Tomas Pomej. Mounis also took a set off David Champneys. For Bullets trebles 
for Tomas and David for the six and for Dynamos one apiece for Matt, Richard 
and Mounis with Matt and Richard taking a well earned doubles against Tomas 
and Andy Steel. 
 
Cuckfield go above Lindfield Thunderbolts after defeating them 6-4 this week. 
For Cuckfield top player Paul Read with a treble was well supported by Jim 
Griffin with two then Paul and Jim earned the win by defeating Eric Smith and 
Harold Torkington in the doubles. 
 
Burgess Tigers with Kath Owston, Angus Ogg and Steve Lewis were very 
pleased to come away with a five all draw against Warriors. For Tigers, Angus 
Ogg was the star with a hard earned treble which included a great battle with 
Paul Brinkhurst. Angus was two down but came back to win in the fifth. He also 
defeated Kate Cheer and Annabel Bridger. Kath Owston won the all important 
one for Tigers and together with Angus defeated Paul and Annabel in the 
doubles. For Warriors two each for Paul and Kate plus one from Annabel. 
 
Division One 

 
With the top three all winning with maximum points the league table stays the 
same with Magiks top by one point and second Wanderers and third The X Men 
both one point behind the leaders. 
 
There was a 10-0 win for Magiks Mel Sims, Tony Turk and Kevin Deacon who 
all won trebles and the doubles against the Gangsters team of Nooch 
Staplehurst, Vincent L’Estrange and Colin Cooper. Quote from Gangsters, ‘the 
match was played with a two star ball so can we have a rematch!’ 
 
Wanderers with Ray Parker and Marcin Andrzejewski both with trebles and 
Muriel Brewer with two with Marcin and Muriel winning the doubles had a 9-1 



win over Ashenground. Playing for Ashenground were Shirley Williams, Elliott 
Brooks-Wadham and lone singles winner Alex Bryant who defeated Muriel in 
the fifth. Alex is another junior making his mark and is rapidly improving this 
season. 
 
The X Men with John Bridger and Phil Sayers with trebles and Tim Grant with 
two worked hard for their maximum points win over New Lads Daniel Booth, 
Peter Booth and Jack Ashworth. The majority of matches went to four sets with 
Daniel Booth being the lone singles winner defeating X Men’s Tim Grant. 
 
Misfits team of juniors David Lea, Alex Jeffery and Noah Loncar battled all the 
way to a 6-4 win over the Wild Bunch. Two apiece for David and Alex plus one 
for Noah with Misfits winning the doubles. For The Wild Bunch a treble for Tom 
Christophersen plus one from Kate Bridger. The match could have finished so 
differently with “Wilds” unlucky Luca Christophersen unbelievably losing all 
three of his matches in the fifth set. 
 
Report by Brian Taite     
 
 


